Detecting small flaws near the interface in pulse-echo.
Flaw detection near the interface surface is a common problem in many pulse-echo NDT applications due to interference with the interface echo, orders of magnitude above the flaw echoes. Several digital signal processing techniques like deconvolution, Hilbert transform and cepstrum analysis have been proposed to improve axial resolution. However, they require strict linearity, which takes a large portion of the system dynamic range just to fit the interface echo, thus reducing the dynamic range available for flaw detection. This work presents a new alternative based on the time-domain phase analysis of the received signals. Differently from conventional approaches, it works quite well with saturated signals resulting when a high gain is applied to detect small flaws. These can be detected in a range of a fraction of one wavelength from the interface surface, even using narrow-band transducers, as it has been experimentally verified. The method can be easily hardware implemented for real-time processing.